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word. It should simply be thc dwelling place, of these men. But the people were told

to go away from there and then the Lord caused that the earth open its mouth and swallow

them up and their houses and all the group that was cooperating there in this attack.

So here we have the miracles that God worked in order to carryout this tremendous thing

of the Israelites going from Egypt into the promised land. The wonderful miracles that
on

He worked. And in the Christian life as we carry it our pilgrimage for 3c1. God will

work what is just as wonderful as this. The Holy Spirit come*ng into our hearts. The

Holy Spirit leading us. The Lord blessing our efforts &f we truly keep our eyes on Him.

And the assurance we can have that if our eyes are on Him even if things seem to go wrong

and it is not our fault. the Lord has a purpose in it because He is marvelously working

in the pilgrimage journey of each one who has truly believed on Him and is heading thus

toward the primised land. We can know that these things are titus in our lives if we are

truly following Him.

F. Later History of the Descendants of Korah. It I. after reading of this terrible

way in which the // Korah and these associates of his made this great uprising against

Nosesa and Aaron, it is truly fine to note that the descendants of Korah were not blobted

out as were the descendants of Datha and Abirma. But the descendants of Korah took an

important part in the religious life of the Israelites. And in 1 Cbron. 6,22-38 we have

an account of the descendants of Korah and of the great work that they did in the service

of the tabernacle. It is interesting there as we look at the list of the descendants of

Korah, it traces it down to Samuel in vs. 28. There we have Samuel, and then we have

Samuel i grandson, Heman, who is mentioned in vs. 33. Heman the singer the son of Joel

the son of Samuel, arid then his ancestrny is given back. One of the great singers in

the tabernacle in the time of David. And many a Psalm is inscribed as for the sons of

Korah. Here were these people who rose up against Noses, against the Aaron lesdership,Ø
became

against the priesthood being limited to them, but the descendants becasm great leaders in
fought

the very direction against which Korah had foungth, their ancestor had fought at this time.

Their lives were not blighted by the fact that they looked back to an anceetnn who had

thus rebelled against God's purposes but they came in line with His purpose arid thidi/ their
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